FOCUS:

GlobalShop Exhibitors

Shop! members offer many ways to help you give shoppers in-store experiences that are accessible, expeditious, and memorable. To help you make the most of your time on the show floor, here is a sneak peek of what member companies will be highlighting in their booths. Note your must-sees and map out a plan that allows time for additional discoveries along the way.

STORE DESIGN & OPERATIONS

D.B. Imports
4801 dbimports.com
D.B. Imports is a leader in the accent furniture and store fixture industries in both product and design. With its knowledge of design, trends, and commerce, you can be guaranteed satisfaction with its products whether you choose sell-through or visual projects. D.B. Imports’ clients consist of large chain boutiques, department stores, independent retailers, restaurants, hotels, and garden centers to name a few. The company is a one-stop source.

Linron Co.
4550 linron.com
For the past 25 years, Linron Co. has strived to provide the highest quality commercial flooring installation solutions, from sub floors to floor covering (VCT, LVT, Decorative Overlay, Metallic Epoxy, Chip System). Regardless of the project, the company prides itself on customer satisfaction. Linron’s team covers the United States and provides professional service 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Linron Co. delivers turnkey service and an excellent overall customer experience.

CUBIC Visual Systems USA
4722 cubic.co
This new outrigger system was recently developed by Cubic to utilize a unique steel post that can easily adapt to any retail interior. Cubic’s integrated “Flex-D” mono-points work with all of its modular accessories, shelving, and custom display components. Merchandise appears to “float” without the constraints of traditional wall fixtures. Lighting easily integrates onto each post to illuminate the perimeter walls behind. Complete perimeter store kits can be delivered on just a few pallets.

Tripar International Inc.
3370 tripar.com
Tripar is a premier supplier of basic and designed visual display products that transform your store, inspire customers, and drive sales. Tripar specializes in easels, fixtures, risers, designed displays, and much more. Among its products are Tripar’s wooden distressed risers, which offer great impact to your displays. The set comes with six cubes and can be arranged to meet the most demanding requirements.

Linron Co.
4550 linron.com
For the past 25 years, Linron Co. has strived to provide the highest quality commercial flooring installation solutions, from sub floors to floor covering (VCT, LVT, Decorative Overlay, Metallic Epoxy, Chip System). Regardless of the project, the company prides itself on customer satisfaction. Linron’s team covers the United States and provides professional service 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Linron Co. delivers turnkey service and an excellent overall customer experience.

CUBIC Visual Systems USA
4722 cubic.co
This new outrigger system was recently developed by Cubic to utilize a unique steel post that can easily adapt to any retail interior. Cubic’s integrated “Flex-D” mono-points work with all of its modular accessories, shelving, and custom display components. Merchandise appears to “float” without the constraints of traditional wall fixtures. Lighting easily integrates onto each post to illuminate the perimeter walls behind. Complete perimeter store kits can be delivered on just a few pallets.
Newood Display Fixture Mfg. Co.
4265 newood.com

Newood's V-Line Concealed Channel System is offered as Single, Double H, Pinwheel, T, and I-shaped units. Accessories include shelves, faceouts, and hangrods. Materials can be veneer, melamine, and HPL. Pictured is Formica Weathered Ash with textured surface.

Guangzhou FC
Display Furniture Factory
2960 displayshowcase.com

Producer of custom store displays and fixtures for jewelry, cosmetics, optical, clothing, and a wide range of other products. Materials utilized include wood, steel, glass, acrylic, and stone. Guangzhou FC has six workshops covering 32,000 sq. m. in Guangzhou City, China, and four designers for 3D concepts and technical shop drawings.
Texture Plus

The subtle shading and textures of Texture Plus’ Ledgestone Select faux stone panels create the attractive look of traditional ledgestones without skilled masonry and difficult stone chiseling. The 2-ft.-by-4-ft. panels interlock seamlessly, are durable, and are perfect for your indoor and outdoor installations. The highly realistic, affordable faux wall panels are entirely designed, tooled, and manufactured in Texture Plus’ Lincolnton, N.C., U.S., facility with factory direct pricing.

Circle Visual Inc.

Forbidden to drill into walls or attach to the ceiling but in need of a changing room for your clients? Circle Visual’s freestanding fitting room is the perfect solution. Offering an intimate, private environment fully customizable to highlight your brand and product, it can be used as a permanent installation offering additional changing room capacity during high traffic months or as a temporary solution for popups, events, and special engagements.

FASTSIGNS of Upper Saddle River

Installing window graphics on your own with less than satisfactory results? FASTSIGNS of Upper Saddle River offers user-friendly window vinyl products, some with Air-Egress technology, facilitating a bubble-free application. The retail team at FASTSIGNS of Upper Saddle River is ready to help with your next window campaign or promotion.

Admax Exhibit & Display Co. Ltd

Admax Exhibit & Display’s products include its Fabric Tube Display and Frameless Retractable Banner Stand. The tube display’s modular profile can be connected to make a high-quality aluminum frame with feet; printed graphics can be slipped over the frame like a pillowcase. The banner stand features a patented SEG design, never-fall installation, and a choice of fabric, PVC film, or non-curve vinyl for the graphic material.

Grand 3D

Grand 3D produces custom 3D digital sculptures and signage for retail, experiential events, themed environments, trade shows, exhibits, and more. Its talented artists turn raw foam into beautiful, one-of-a-kind projects that wow customers. Grand 3D is a one-stop shop offering 3D scanning, modeling, wire cutting, routing, coating, painting, and anything else your project requires. From giant letters to dinosaurs, Grand 3D makes it all.

GPA

The world’s most dynamic brands seek GPA’s innovation to make each step of the customer journey more impactful. Whether transforming an entire retail environment or creating a single sign, GPA has a vast range of substrates to bring visions to surface. At GlobalShop 2019, GPA will present new ways for brands to strengthen their potential and successfully position themselves in the marketplace.
Se-Kure Controls Inc.

The SK-650 Smart Phone Lock Down Device from Se-Kure Controls offers maximum protection for expensive smart phones. It can also be configured to display tablets. No tools are required to remove or install display merchandise on the device. Produced in black anodized aluminum, the SK-650 fits both standard and plus-size smart phones and mounts to your display with only two bolts and nuts. The SK-650 system opens to 3 3/8 in. wide by 6 5/8 in. high and closes to 2 1/4 in. wide and 4 3/8 in. high.

Outform

Outform’s offline voice activation technology creates a dynamic in-store experience, letting shoppers interact with a featured smart home device without the need for online connectivity. An extensive list of commands and their possible iterations are pre-programmed. Uttered commands trigger a response from the device, accompanying products, and display. This gives shoppers a comprehensive understanding of the device’s capabilities and matches the experience they’d have at home with a smart home device.

Midwest Security Products Inc.

Key management is a critical part of any retail LP program. The Medeco XT system is a solution that provides key management along with scheduling and audit benefits of a standalone access system. The system is made up of three elements: electronic locks, programmable keys, and management software. They work to provide effective access control and audit for applications in any retail setting. From doors to fixtures and displays, Medeco XT eliminates the ongoing cost of rekeying mechanical locks.

OPTO International Inc.

A comprehensive retail space with a permanent feel, the Modular Portable Pop-Up Shop is a series of walls, columns, bases, and soffits that link together to build limitless size and shape configurations, to fit your unique space requirements. This flexibility and easy assembly significantly reduce your construction time. You have the ability to amplify your brand on the interior and exterior of the structure with graphics and signage. Finish with integrated locking gates for maximum security.

Atlas Logistics

Atlas retail logistics services coordinate the flow of retail goods securely throughout the supply chain. Atlas provides transportation, storage, and handling for well-timed delivery to warehouses and stores. Specialized equipment and skilled operators enable safe and efficient loading and unloading, with or without docks.
WS Display

WS Display’s newest addition to lightboxes is the Vail 180mm (7 in. wide) lightbox. The lightbox is the perfect choice for large footprint applications and utilizes large feet on each end for stability. Great for tall and wide backlit applications. It can be as custom as needed.

siffron

siffron’s Allura Bump Light is a new way for retailers to visually attract customers toward new products and promotions. An illuminated sign, the Bump Light uses motion and vibration to activate when customers are near and lies dormant when foot traffic is low. The Bump Light accepts a variety of materials for the sign substrate. The viewable signage area is roughly 4 in. wide by 2.7 in. high with a brightness of 450 lumens/ft.

Azar Displays

Your display is the key vehicle to maximize sales. Presentation and ease of accessibility all contribute to your bottom line—to get the sale! You will always find what you need with Azar’s wide range of in-stock displays. Merchandise products in a small footprint and grab your customers’ attention with Azar’s large selection of sign and brochure holders. Its products are durable, easy to clean, and long lasting. Shop Azar’s bowls and pegboard spinners for all your display needs.

DreamScape

PLATINUM is the newest Special Effects wall-covering material from DreamScape. Printing on metallized surfaces was once limited to UV-curable ink technology only, but PLATINUM is compatible with latex and solvent as well! The uniquely textured, reflective surface interacts with ambient lighting to create unbelievable effects both printed and unprinted.

Blondie’s Treehouse Inc.

Blondie’s Treehouse Inc. specializes in creating national retail partnerships that transform shopping experiences. Blondie’s does this by designing, installing, and servicing custom interior plantscapes that are as unique as the brands they represent. When you incorporate plants and botanical decor into your environment, you drive sales by creating memorable and inspired shopping destinations. The Blondie’s team is your premier resource for horticultural expertise.
**Project Duo**

Project Duo’s modular freestanding wall bays can transform any retail space big or small. Its flexible backpanel system comes in metal, timber, and stretch fabric.

**CounterPoint**

Vynex super-duty counter mats are among the industry’s most durable and CounterPoint’s most popular counter mats. The superior durability comes from the super-duty sac material engineered using CounterPoint’s exclusive supported adhesion coating (SAC) coupled with its tough, scratch-resistant, Vynex textured matte surface. These mats are an effective way to deliver your message on countertops everywhere, plus they will look better longer with super duty. Made in the USA using materials also made in the USA.

**International Hanger**

Experience a virtual reality hanger showroom at International Hanger’s GlobalShop booth, where you can put on a VR headset and experience hangers in a new dimension. You’ll immerse your senses experiencing a collection of hangers displayed to highlight functionality and features in a variety of environments.

**Nutis Visual Communications Group**

Nutis helps brands and retailers promote their products and engage consumers through innovative merchandising solutions. For 70 years, Nutis has been a leader in designing and manufacturing visually creative POP displays. Its lighting systems, light boxes, interior and exterior environments, and other promotional materials are found globally. Moreover, Nutis specializes in large-format digital, screen, and litho printing. Its new popup shop concept will be on display at GlobalShop 2019.

**Elder-Jones**

Elder-Jones is a one-stop provider for many of the top retailers in the nation, for services including general contracting, permitting, and repair and maintenance. Licensed to build in 49 U.S. states, Canada, and Puerto Rico, Elder-Jones’ experience is built on 47 years of tenant buildouts, remodels, and ground-up builds. Project shown: Frye store in Denver, Colo., U.S.

**Ace Designs**

Are you ready for some sun and fun? These faux sunglasses are the perfect accessory for summer! Ace Designs can customize the faux sunglasses in many ways, from size and style to material and art. Play around with fun patterns and print techniques to create something unique and fun. Stop by Ace Designs’ booth at GlobalShop to see samples of favorite combinations.
Prime Line Packaging
4060 primelinepackaging.com
The classic holiday design of red poinsettias and gold foil stamping give the Laura paper shopping bag a luxurious and timeless holiday feel. Paired with ribbon handles and a gift tag, this holiday shopper can also double as a gift bag—no additional wrapping required. Why talk holiday packaging now? Because if you’re looking to have your limited seasonal packaging in stores for the holidays, spring time is the right time to get those orders placed.

Testrite Visual Products
5315 testrite.com/products
Testrite Visual offers standard and custom SEG stands.

Environmental Lights
5238 environmentallights.com
Environmental Lights, a leader in LED lighting solutions, has launched its new HyperFlex 2835 LED Strip Light. HyperFlex is a versatile tape light that allows users to make tight turns on flat surfaces by bending, twisting, and turning in ways that regular LED strip light cannot. HyperFlex is designed and optimized for installations with tight contours and is perfect for cove lighting, retail displays, and backlighting or illuminating sign letters or logos.

Artitalia Group Inc.
4902 artitalia.com
Addobox is a customizable secure automated parcel locker solution that allows your customers to buy online and pick-up in store (BOPIS) at any time and prevents stolen deliveries. It increases foot traffic and opens upselling and cross-selling opportunities. Implement a customizable e-parcel solution with a reputable partner like Artitalia Group and strategically position yourself to enhance your customer’s experience.

Tarkett
4546 tarkettusa.com
Created by Jhane Barnes, Edifice is inspired by the varying side views of city skyscrapers. Much like the buildings, Edifice is built of blocks and features medium and small-scale elements within a large pattern repeat. When installed, Edifice transforms from an intriguing block patterned carpet tile into a completely different visual experience. Metallic space-dyed yarn runs through the entire line, adding vast depth to both the neutrals and the bold pops of color.

Installation Solutions
3862 installationsolutionsinc.com
Installation Solutions operates in North America as a project management company that focuses on fixture/decor/millwork installations and multiple trade projects.
STORE DESIGN & OPERATIONS

**Hasegawa USA Inc.**

**3060** hasegawaladders.com

Design step stools are a rarity and Hasegawa’s specialty. A perfect mix of design, convenience, and safety make them a must for every household and retail shop.

**Tri-North Builders**

**3867** tri-north.com

As one of the nation’s leading retail contractors, Tri-North provides unparalleled construction services to retailers across the US. Whether you’re planning a buildout, rollout program, large-scale renovation, or ground-up development, Tri-North has the expertise to complete your project to the highest standards and at the best value to you. Tri-North is licensed in all 50 US states, making it equipped to offer brands an insightful, tested approach that differs from traditional contractors.

**KC Store Fixtures**

**3215** kcsstudivision.com

KC Store Fixtures Studio Division offers full-service solutions from start to finish. Whether value-engineering your ideas or serving as designer and manufacturer of your custom fixtures and custom displays, KC’s in-house team is committed to your satisfaction. Among the many valuable services the company provides, KC’s ability to react and produce custom import metal fixtures with very short lead times, in orders small to large, is one of the most popular with existing customers.

**Jessup Manufacturing**

**3470** jessupmfg.com

Matador reverse print, non-adhesive media allows brands to create stunning, durable graphics for high traffic areas including retail floors and counters. Matador is a two-part system made up of a clear 40 mil vinyl (available in fine or coarse texture) and then laminated to a textured 20 mil slip-resistant backer—available in white for an opaque look or clear to allow the floor finish to show through. In this picture, Matador was used to create a repositionable Oriental rug floor graphic.

**McRae Imaging**

**5107** mcraeimaging.com

XGO is a toolless, flexible, fabric lightbox backwall. It engages your target audience with eye-popping, heart-pumping images that bolster awareness, traffic, and sales. Through perfectly even light distribution, high definition fabric graphics, intense color, and SEG foldable toolless frames that allow for graphics to stay on when shipped, McRae creates a stunning backwall with worry-free setup. XGO is ideal for in-store displays and events. Just Unfold and Go.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company Name</th>
<th>Booth Number</th>
<th>Website</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parcel Pending</td>
<td>2966</td>
<td>parcelpending.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metomic Corp.</td>
<td>4761</td>
<td>capsandstandoffs.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trion Industries Inc.</td>
<td>4267</td>
<td>trionline.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lighting for Impact</td>
<td>3252</td>
<td>lightingforimpact.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lozier</td>
<td>4015</td>
<td>lozier.com</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Parcel Pending**

Parcel Pending is a leader in Buy Online, Pick-Up In Locker (BOPIL) for the retail industry. Its solution is tailored to meet the unique needs of clients in grocery, retail, C-store, and pharmacy. Visit Parcel Pending at GlobalShop booth #2966 to discuss the current state of BOPIS and learn how its solution has been proven to improve staff efficiencies, enhance the customer pick-up experience, increase loyalty, and drive additional revenue.

**Metomic Corp.**

Metomic manufactures standoffs for a wide variety of retail uses in sizes from ⅛-in. diameter to 1 ½-in. diameter and up to 2 in. long. All products made in America, and are manufactured and shipped from Metomic’s Chicago factory.

**Trion Industries Inc.**

Trion’s latest innovation, Zip Track, is revolutionizing grab-and-go beverage sales. Zip Track is a self-facing system that keeps your product perfectly positioned at all times. When one item is shopped the next offering is forwarded, always keeping a fronted item in your customers’ view and increasing impulse purchases. Each lane accommodates products 2 in. to 3.75 in. wide, which makes it ideal for other storewide categories beyond beverage.

**McIntyre Manufacturing Group**

McIntyre Manufacturing Group is a full-service custom POP display manufacturer. With design, manufacturing, powder coating, fulfillment, and warehousing capabilities all in one location, McIntyre can offer customers competitive pricing and excellent quality. Its team of designers can create any product to your specifications and needs. McIntyre is able to quickly turn around quotes, samples, and finished product without ever sacrificing quality. Quality is business as usual.

**Lighting for Impact**

Lighting for Impact’s merchandising solutions elevate the in-store experience and transform the way your customers see, shop, and spend. With more than 50,000 installations across North America, Lighting for Impact works with leading retailers and brands across all channels. Its team consists of merchandising and engineering experts to help design, plan, and install made-for-retail systems to draw in shoppers, direct attention, upgrade store environments, and influence sales.

**Lozier**

Lozier can help you bridge the gap between online and in-store customer experience. Lozier builds convenience, flexibility, and functionality into its systems to support your buy online, pick-up in store (BOPIS) needs. Stop by booth 4015 to see how its storage solutions can help you keep merchandise visible, organized, and secure.
In a retail environment, being on-time and in-full is crucial. With Old Dominion Freight Line’s Must Arrive By Date (MABD) services, suppliers can be assured of meeting vendor compliance expectations while enjoying OD’s best-in-class service, low claims rate, and real-time, on-line tracking. OD excels at developing strong relationships between suppliers and retailers by tailoring a service plan based on the individual customer’s situation and needs.

The original FOURMI skate system for moving loaded store fixtures in record time. Created by IMGR in 1996, this is the ideal tool for your floor renovations, store openings, remodels, and resets. FOURMI was designed to be extremely easy to use by anyone for moving fully loaded gondola runs within minutes. It also works with refrigeration cases, counters, racking, and various store displays. With FOURMI, you can change an entire store layout overnight.

Durable Superior Casters
5304 durableusa.com
Durable is one of the leading providers of casters in North America. Durable’s brand has become one of the most trusted names in casters over the past 25-plus years; synonymous with quality, availability, and affordability. Offerings include a wide variety of popular stem options; double ball raceways, with dust cover over raceway; standard zinc-plated, nickel (95), chrome, (85) and black e-coat (XY) finish options; and ⅜-in. axle and nuts.

Polychem Powder Coatings
3764 polychemcoatings.com
Polychem Powder Coatings offers high-quality, high-performance powders in thousands of colors and effects. Custom color matching is available to ensure your brand is represented exactly how it should be. Flexible quantities, with 5-lb. minimums even on custom colors, and quick turnaround times, make Polychem powders the perfect choice for metal substrates in any retail interior. Additional capabilities such as anti-microbial, additional scratch resistance, and more are available.

US Weight
3230 usweight.com
The Rover is the ideal cart for anyone who is always on the go—those with several projects requiring them to quickly rope off areas with ease. Whether it’s for construction or to set up during a busy time at your store, this cart makes it quick and easy to haul the stanchions you need. Its compact size means it can be easily transported to the job site and stored in tight spaces. The Rover is compatible with any US Weight stanchion and holds six stanchions.
**Ceiling Outfitters**

5912  ceilingoutfitters.com

Ceiling Outfitters is the largest US distributor of the Clik-Clik Magnetic Sign Hanging System, which enables retailers to attach signs to the ceiling from the safety of the floor. Components include ClikMagnets, with magnetic pulls ranging from 3 lb. to 20 lb., and LoopLine, which assures signs hang level, and installation poles that reach ceilings as tall as 27 ft. The UrbanTrapeze cable adjuster/gripper makes working with steel cable much easier than crimps. Level signs with the push of a button.

**Bay Cities**

5538  bay-cities.com

Bay Cities’ new service validates the design of POP displays and corrugated packaging before they hit the market. Rooted in the 4Cs of shopper psychology, it uses an objective, expert panel to provide actionable direction and help optimize messaging in a report available within 48 hours. Eye-tracking patterns shown in heat maps indicate where the eyes land within the first three to five seconds of viewing. Affordably designed to fit within the creative process, this design validation service increases campaign confidence and ROI. By improving the effectiveness of your creative, you can drive sales and move product.

**Artisan Complete**

6143  artisancomplete.com

Looking for a retail design powerhouse to create your next in-store experience? Artisan Complete is one of North America’s most awarded POP companies, earning many of the industry’s top honors for innovation and execution of business-building retail displays and shopping environments. With its in-house design studio, production, and fulfillment services, Artisan Complete will manage your project from start to finish with an eye on quality, cost efficiencies, speed to market, and execution.

**Kern Laser Systems**

5541  kernlasers.com

The OptiFlex is a redesigned large-format system equipped with Kern’s HyperDual motion package. This improved motion package features a rack and pinion gear system at each side of the laser system with dual Y axis servo motors. Cut acceleration rates are up to three times faster with a 100% increase in top end vector speed. With the capability to cut up to 20 in. per second, and engrave up to 150 in. per second, the OptiFlex is setting the standard for large-format laser cutting and engraving systems.

**Innovative Laminations Co.**

5653  innovative-laminations.com

Innovative Laminations offers the widest range of custom, decorative plastic laminates for use in fabrication of POP retail displays and store fixtures for nationwide retailers. Its material highlights the product and draws the customers’ attention, distinguishing the product from the rest of the pack. Innovative Laminations’ material is customizable, flexible, durable, lightweight, and easy to fabricate.
Printex Transparent Packaging

A duo-carton with printed foil laminated SBS paperboard attached to clear PET plastic. This vibrant package attracts the eye with its foil accents on the SBS and the clear window area. The window box has opaque and translucent print. The translucent pink lets the product shine through and be seen while giving the Benefit Cosmetics a pink glow. It’s a perfect balance of upscale print, texture, and upscale shelf impact. The PET plastic part of the box is made from post-consumer recycled material.

Kinter

Reduce risk and costs with the K-Stick Ladder-less Sign Hanging System by Kinter. Great things happen when employees don’t use ladders. Time and effort aren’t wasted. Ladder-related accidents don’t happen. And risk and costs are reduced. K-Stick is an industry-leading ladder-less sign-hanging system. It’s lightweight, easy to use, and versatile. It works with virtually all ceiling types, plus windows and walls.

Orora Visual

Holiday overhead for store entryway at nationwide retailer. Product was designed, produced, kitted, and shipped by Orora Visual to over 2,500 locations. For a video detailing the packout, go to youtube.com/watch?v=wqJuMjtqxOY.

United Industries UltraBoard

United Industries Inc., manufacturers of UltraBoard foam core boards, will showcase its products at GlobalShop 2019. Products on display at its booth will include the new-to-market UltraBoard Lite economy foam core substrate and its complete line of foam core substrates.

Flexecution Inc.

For the pictured program, Design Lab Display, Flexecution offered services of multistore project management, reporting, survey, design support, plus both general and custom field execution. This store-within-a-store solution involved building the lab structure and mounting displays with touchscreen technology and equipment samples. This allows the consumer to interact and create their own personal ride by switching out panels, colors, and adding or removing accessories.

Great Northern Instore

Want your brand to win? Great Northern can show you how by creating more impactful shopping experiences through Great Insights, Great Design, and Great Execution. You’ll get access to a full range of temporary, semi-perm, permanent, and interactive merchandising display solutions and the ability to use a variety of materials that include corrugate, wood, wire, metal, and print. Using its shopper insights as a foundation for display design, Great Northern creates impactful experiences to fully engage shoppers at retail.
Simpson Print
shopassociation.org
Simpson Print is an all-under-one-roof print manufacturing retail partner offering UV LED wide-format digital solutions, high-quality screen print, and UV offset. The company drives integrated support from creative merchandising through to logistics support for all your dimensional and functional printing requirements. New this year, Simpson Print has launched a new division, Sawmill Display, for custom retail merchandising and decor solutions.

Driveline Retail Merchandising Inc.
drivelinemarcom.com
Driveline Retail Merchandising is a national retail merchandising service provider that executes store-level merchandising. Driveline is laser-focused on providing quality in-store execution on behalf of retailers and manufacturers. Its technology platform provides retailers and manufacturers with real-time visibility of work completed. For retailers, the platform has unique capabilities such as store-level space mapping delivered with intuitive, query-enabled dashboards.

The IMAGINE Group
theimaginegroup.com
The IMAGINE Group delivers innovative and insight-driven visual communications solutions to brands across the Retail, Entertainment/ Gaming, QSR, and CPG industries. Through the holistic capabilities of its family of companies, The IMAGINE GROUP provides a collaborative end-to-end process that identifies consumer behavior, creates engaging campaigns, delivers impactful solutions, and measures return on visual communications, empowering clients to optimize brand performance and drive consumer outcomes.

AVS Signage & Visuals
avsgroup.us
AVS fabricates signs, displays, exhibits, and digital graphics for design, retail, branding, marketing, and architectural firms throughout the world. AVS maintains a team of engineers, designers, project managers, and fabrication technicians to work with architects, contractors, and designers to ensure you get the best quality.

The Central Group
centralgrp.com
The Central Group is an award-winning performance at retail company, where in-store strategy, research and intelligent design, implementation, and reporting and analysis are utilized to optimize brand experiences in-store. Recognized as a Platinum Member, 50 Best Managed Company, The Central Group specializes in displays, packaging, branded fixtures, environments, and digital interactions. The company offers clients effective strategies and intelligent design to effective implementation to detailed reporting.

Brant Instore
brantinstore.com
Brant InStore is a single-source large-format print provider servicing the retail industry. The company is a leader in quality, speed to market, customer service, and pricing. It specializes in digital, screen, litho, and traditional dye sublimation printing with full finishing and distribution capabilities.
American Music Environments (AME)

AME provides totally customized background music, video, and on-hold programming in an efficient package using only 1 watt of energy. The patented AME-2020 Digital Media System is securely remote controlled through the Internet and delivers two unique audio programs and one video program simultaneously. AME also provides sound or video hardware design, installation, and service in all 50 US states and Canada. Make your in-store environment work with the highest quality, fully-licensed content!

EFX Imagery

EFX Imagery offers unique, interactive, and transformative technology that can turn boring static pictures into exciting dynamic imagery. Breakthrough development that allows individuals to control color/hue on a PRINTED piece of media. With the use of three US utility patents, EFX Imagery is set to revolutionize how we see art and advertising. You haven’t seen anything like this before! Product demos will be available at EFX’s GlobalShop booth.

Gable

Bright Display lightboxes are a great way to supplement your digital signage program. The lightbox features durable, lightweight framing with bright LED systems, which display attention-grabbing, easy-to-change graphic faces. Options include illuminated or non-illuminated and wall-mounted or freestanding frames. Enhancements such as unique decorative frames, bases, and legs can be added. Available in fully customizable sizes to fit virtually any interior or exterior space.

IPFone

IPFone is a nationwide cloud communications company specializing in providing modern, feature-rich telecom services, and phone systems to business and retail enterprises. With over 4,000 customers, IPFone has the reputation and expertise to meet any custom requirements. Multilocation customers benefit by standardizing services so that scaling for growth is simple and fast.

Pick-See Solutions

Pick-See is a mobile worker management app for in-store reporting, photo capture, and task execution. Pick-See runs on any mobile device or computer, and is ideal for mobile workers, merchandising and sales teams, and managing events and demonstrations. The app’s project management reporting system also provides CRM functions such as contact management, sales tracking, and data analysis, and uses GPS for location validation. Pick-See is customizable and affordable for any size of company.

Visual Retailing

Visual Retailing’s innovative retail solutions help brands with store planning and management, visual merchandising, retail execution, and wholesale. Its philosophy combines tried-and-true techniques with cutting-edge 3D technology. Discover Visual Retailing’s products MockShop, ShopShape, and SampleRoom and learn how they can transform complex retail and wholesale processes into digitally streamlined and future-proof ones. Automation and visualization can improve your retail business.